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Editorial

knowledge.
The Seattle University Mission Statement states "Seattle
University is dedicated to educating the whole person." Learning about something you may have otherwise skipped over
on your quest to earn a degree and enter the working world
might end up surprising you. Now is the time to learn about
what you will be doing in what is hopefully a happy, professional life but it is also the time to learn about what you may
have little professional interest in. Take advantage of these
opportunities while you have them. A little extra knowledge
never hurt anyone.
Like the scientists who are fascinated by events that forever changed the geography of Mt. St. Helens, we too are
curious about our own predictions for the ensuing school year
or the rest of our time at SU. We may never actually become
space tourists but our inherent curiosity coupled with an education that promotes it just might prove helpful throughout
our own voyeuristic endeavors.

Colton Michael Carothers
Guest Columnist
While I am in agreement with
University Staff that there should
be some sort of "community responsibility," the way that the "authorities" interpret the documents
they wrote themselves on that subject is inconsistent, and frankly,
wrong.
This is written in light of recent
events having transpired on the
west side of Campion, the letter in
regards to which details: "over the
course of the week, four items have
been thrown out of windows and
into the fenced grass area."
Mr. Alvin Mangosing, Campion
Residence Hall Director, details in
that letter that since no one has
taken responsibility for the actions,
that "the amount of $600 [$150 x
4 items] in addition to cleaning
costs...will be divided up among
the individuals living on the west
side of Campion."
As Mr. Mangosing has chosen to
consider the Housing and Residence Life Handbook (right order,
please) as a contract to which we
agreed when we moved in, I will
do the same, and act as a strict-constructionist in the interpretation of
said document.
The assumption that the "Throwing Objects" subsection of the
handbook correlates with the
"Damage Individual and Community Responsibility" subsection
is a completely inaccurate suppo-
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Guest Columnist
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sition, for no where is throwing
something interpreted as damage in the document, nor in the
mind of a reasonable person; as
such is the case, the community
cannot be held responsible for
that specific action. In this situation particularly, no damage
was done in the throwing of the
objects, which is why no fine
for damage could or should be
assessed towards the community. The document also states
that only "students found responsible for throwing objects
out of a room will result in a
$150 clean up fee." According
to their wording, as no one has
been found responsible for the
deed, no one can be held accountable, especially not the
community.
Also, when the letter attempts
to charge $600 in addition to
cleaning fees, this is clearly in
violation of their own rules,
which states that the $150 per
item thrown is the cleaning fee.
The issue of ethics could also
be brought up. Is it ethical for
the staff of Housing and Residence Life to charge the students a fine in addition to the
cleaning fee... a charge they believe will deter students from
performing such actions again?
Considering that most students are civic minded enough
to not litter by throwing items
out of their windows, their as-

ther deter these actions on the part
of the community is blatantly
false! What are people to be deterred from if they wouldn't have
originally committed the deed in
the first place? Nothing, is the answer, which is why the community
SHOULD NOT be held accountable for these non-damaging actions of a few. It is not this fine,
but our inflated housing rates that
deter students from the want or
need to pay for anything else.
Although I doubt this is an effort to see how much this department can exhort from us to serve
their fiscal irresponsibility, I do
believe that it can easily be misconstrued that way, due to the lack
of correlation between their purpose, goals, and policies as stated
in the handbook and the Mission
Statement of our school.
As it is evident that the school
is not checking the powers at
hand, allowing them to serve their
own needs before those of the students, we must take the mission
statement into our own hands. We
must empower ourselves to be
"leaders for a just and humane
world" by subjugating these powers and fighting for our right to
lead and live in a "just and humane" system. The system we
hoped and continue to hope to call
Seattle University.

sumption that this fine will fur-

comments to carother@seattleu.edu

Colton is a sophmore political
science major. Send feedback and

Network failure troubles students
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HRL fine students without merit

What do volcano buffs, a scientist who won a Nobel Prize
for her research on the sense of smell and Paul Allen and his
team of rocketeers all have in common?
They have all made conscious decisions to pursue or rather,
consume knowledge resulting in what may potentially further society's understanding of our world, us, and even the
universe.
The word 'consumption' often holds a negative connotation. Even the Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines it as 'the
utilization of economic goods in the satisfaction of wants or
in the process of production resulting chiefly in their destruction, deterioration, or transformation.' True, transformation
is not always an unwanted or disastrous thing but the fact that
it's proceeded by 'destruction' and 'deterioration' can lead
anyone to assume otherwise.
A liberal arts education presents a plethora of opportunities
to transform oneself and because of this, is definitely not something to squander away.
At Seattle University we are consuming more than what is
being served at Cherry Street Market. Sure, we might balk at
having to satisfy the core requirements and wonderhow knowing about photosynthesis could possibly be useful to a social
work major but a limit, whether named by an institution or
the scholar, should not be imposed upon the consumption of

of

The

As a student and resident at
SU, I was pleased to learn that I
was going to get free cable access in my room this year. "Ah,"
I thought, "this explains those
higher room and board costs, this
year! Maybe SU, a forwardthinking school that it is, wanted
us to have cable so that we could
watch the presidential debates,
and make informed voting decisions."
Gleefully, I began to enjoy foreign films on the Independent
Film Channel, Japanese anime
on Cartoon Network, and endless
heckling of Captain Kirk on the
Sci-Fi Channel.
I was in a state of TV-watching bliss, until Sunday, the third
of October. That day, Seattle
University's computer network
went down entirely in an unscheduled outage. As I became
more and more frustrated with
OIT, especially after waiting for
nine hours, I decided I had had
enough and decided to do write

this opinion piece expressing
the anger that was shared by
many students.
All over campus, students
like me who needed the
internet for research on
JSTOR or WorldCat (both
online libraries), who participate in the newly-revised academic forum Angel, who use
their SU email addresses, and
for whom the internet is a lifeline to distant family and
friends sat staring at their
computer screens.
We were all waiting for a
chance to re-connect, a chance
that didn't come until early
Monday morning. All that
showed up on the screen was
the error message, "unable to
connect to server." After all,
the chance to connect at all
times is what we paid for.
As I waited for the network
to be repaired, I was lucky
enough to be watching the
"Indiana Jones" series on
cable. On that glorious Sunday while repeatedly attempting to connect to the muchtouted new Secure Smart
server, it occurred to me that
there was no way that The
Temple of Doom could ever
compensate for lost internet
service.
I was reminded of Dr.
Madsen's Roman history class
and the tradition of"bread and
circuses" for the proletariat of
Rome: entertain them just
enough, and they won't com-

plain —that was the Empire's
motto. Well, OIT cannot hope to
pawn me off on the dubious distractions of Kate Capshaw's
two-dimensional acting, or the
middle "Jones" film's script that
is loose and contains a weak
plot. SU may be providing free
entertainment, in the grand Roman tradition, but I am not
amused.
In the words of Dr. Henry
Jones the elder: this is intolerable! I demand an apology. In
my four years at SU, the network
has been known for its
unreliability, and after a full day
of unscheduled network outage
this year, I'm paying even more
for much less.
I do have free cable, which is
a nice surprise. But I've lost a
guaranteed feature of SU residence:
allegedly-reliable
internet service. Where is my
money going? This year's updated technologies, from the
SecureSmart server, to newlylicensed McAfee virus protection, to the Angel forums, are of
absolutely no use to me as a student and resident if I cannot connect. People should get what
they pay for, and this year,
they've paid more. So, where is
my guaranteed service? Where
are my newer, better features?
Or should I get some bread, and
head for the circus?
Madeline is a junior
communications major. Send your
comments and feedback to
malanm @ seattleu. edu
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Featured Jesuit speaker receives criticism from SU Alum
Jim Quigg SU Alumnus
Guest Columnist
-

On Thursday, October 14, my belovedAlma Mater s Justice Education Forum is hosting a discussion of "The Role
of Religion in the Political Process. The featured Jesuit
speaker wrote an essay entitled "Pluralism and the Retrieval
of a Catholic Sense of the Common Good. Fr. John A.
Coleman contends thatAmericans should depend on national
institutions as thepurveyor of Common Goodfor all Americans. Echoing Senator Kerry's rhetoric, Fr Coleman trusts
bureaucrats more than regular folks and local community
service groups to promote justice in our neighborhoods.
Fr. Coleman states that "notoriously individualistic" Americans "have had a hard time grasping the
concept" that "the Common Good is the state of the
system, not an attribute of individuals. I disagree. I
do not think that service depends on "large and national institutions", and that Americans would comprehend our supposed dependence on systems and institutions if we were only smarter. I believe that the
responsibility for promoting the Common Good rests
first and foremost on the shoulders of everyday people,
not their wiser surrogates in Washington D.C.
Thefollowing is an email that I wrote to Fr. Coleman
further addressing the issues I have with his essay,
"Pluralism and the Retrieval of a Catholic Sense of
the Common Good.
"

"

"

"

Fr. Coleman,
I am looking forward to your presentation at Seattle
University on October 14th regarding "The Role of
Religion in the Political Process." I recently read your
essay entitled "Pluralism and the Retrieval of a Catholic Sense of the Common Good." You said that "notoriously individualistic" Americans "have had a hard
time grasping the concept" that '"The Common Good
is the stateof the system, not an attribute of individuals.'"
I disagree with both your statements that (a) service
of the common good depends "large and national institutions," and (b) Americans are not intelligent
enough to comprehend their dependence on systems
and institutions.
You said that because "language about the common
good makes us sit up and think," "you won't find it
often in our political speech." I would argue that
people who favor institutional means to achieve the
common good (i.e.. Democrats) instead of individual
means (i.e., Republicans) do just what you say.
Democrats offer governmental, institutional, systematic solutions to society's ills so they do not have to
ask their voting block to "sit up and think" about solv-

ing the problems themselves. Republicans openly admit that they expect localities and individuals to rely
on themselves and their neighbors promote the common good.
You said that "procedural liberalism" lacks "a sense
of common good and of solidarity." You think society
should agree on a '"socially endorsed conception of
the good'" and not be merely '"the dispenser of secu-

"Why should any American work
hard to get ahead when they can do
nothing and receive free organ
transplants and arts awards?
Wouldn't your concept of "blocked
exchanges" discourage hard work,
entrepreneurialism, sacrifice, and
risk-taking?"
rity and prosperity.'" Why? If the army and police can
keep us safe, and the courts and treasury can hold
people accountable, why should Americans rely on
national institutions instead of themselves to take care
of the poor, fight prejudice, and promote justice for
needy people?
You said that state neutralism and procedural liberalism has the bad effect of "privileging choice over
commitments or tradition." Why is that bad? Why
should anyone force anyone else to make commitments
or abide by tradition? If someone breaks a contract or
law, the police and courts should punish them. But if
someone avoids enjoying the benefits of commitments
and tradition, I do not agree with you that "an interrelated set of institutions" should make up for that
person's poor choice.
You said that "rational choice theory" threatens "tolerance and pluralism" with "imperialism of market
logic." I trust consumers, parents, and businesspeople
to respond more effectively to the needs of the people
more effectively than "an inter-related set of institutions." If we must decide whether to risk letting human rights be abused by government or individuals, I
chose individuals. The Japanese internment during
World Way II never could have been committed by
Starbucks or Bill Gates.
You said that "As wise people should know, every
public concept must become incarnated in our institu-

tions, if it is to truly thrive and take root." I believe
that the best way to kill a public concept is to institutionalize it. If you want children to stop learning, create public schools. If you want people to stop working, create unemployment insurance. If you want men
not to marry their child's mother, created the Department of Social and Health Services. If you want people
to be hard-working, smart, and accountable, why create institutions that discourage those concepts?
You said that "Private ownership of goods stands
mortgaged to the prior claims of the fulfillment of social rights." Your "social rights" include "access to
organ transplants or adoptions; minimally decent
health car, the allocation of honors based on excellence in the arts, scholarships." Why should any
American work hard to get ahead when they can do
nothing and receive free organ transplants and arts
awards? Wouldn't your concept of "blocked exchanges" discourage hard work, entrepreneurialism,
sacrifice, and risk-taking?
You said we exist for our communities. You said that
Americans should not fear bureaucracies. You ask
Americans to all agree on "the virtues we feel essential toward a flourishing life together as fellow citizens and the institutions needed to enable them." Why
should the hard-working plumber with two kids and a
loving wife trust the bureaucrats in Washington D.C.
who takes his money and gives it to the high school
drop out criminal who fathered a dozen children? Why
should the Muslims, Catholics, and atheists all have
to agree with what the "institution" tells them is right?
You said "the state...plays an indispensable role in
overseeing the care for the common good." I think the
state's role has become very dispensable, and should
be further curtailed. You mention at the end of your
essay the Catholic principle of subsidiarity, but you
do not revere this principle. The Catholic Church has
taught that people should not "assign to a greater and
higher association what lesser and subordinate organizations can do." Your article plainly admits that neither Americans, nor Catholics will willingly surrender to state-imposed institutions, claiming a monopoly
on the common good. So why try? Americans and
Catholics can and should turn to each other in a common cause to promote justice in their own neighborhoods and throughout the world.
Sincerely,
Jim Quigg
Jim Quigg graduated SU in 1995 with a political science
degree and graduatedfrom the SU Law School in 1998. He
is currently employed at a law firm in Seattle. Send
feedback and comments to Jim at jimquigg@yahoo.com

No help for abandoned dogs on state highway

Kyle Ford
Guest Columnist
On Labor Day Weekend, my wife and I
became the proud owners of two American
foxhounds. Not because we wanted two 80plus pound baying dogs in addition to our
barky puppy, but because we were where we
were supposed to be.
We were on our way back to Seattle from
Yellowstone National Park when we witnessed the two dogs being dropped off at the
side of 1-90 near the border of Montana and
Idaho. It broke my heart to see the animals
running after the truck they came from, and
it was clear that we could either save the dogs
or get the license plate number.
So instead of chasing down the truck and
leaving the dogs, I pulled to the side of the

road and my wife worked on rounding them
up. Both were more than happy to jump in
my already cramped SUV, but with all the
camping gear and our puppy in the crate we
didn't have room for them.
It was about this time we discovered that I
had no cell phone service. So, we decide to
try and flag down cars in the hopes they
have cell phone service. After several cars
with no service stop, we finally get a person
who has a phone on which we can dial 911.
Now at this point we get some very helpful news from the Montana 911 operator. According to the voice on the other end of the
line, she cannot send anyone out to pick up
the dogs, not an animal control officer, not a
police officer, not even a state trooper. Even
more helpful was the operator stating, "Oh
by the way, since you stopped to pick up the
dogs, you are now responsible for them."
All our lives we are told if there is ever an
emergency to call 911. Ifthe dogs had caused
an accident, a police officer would have been
dispatched to get the animals (or what was
left of them). But in preventing an accident
and the death of two wonderful animals, not
only were we not going to get any help from
the emergency services, additionally we were
now responsible for their future.
Fortunately, the family who stopped lived

30 minutes away in Kellogg, Idaho and
knew the location of the local pound and
someone on the police department. Unfortunately, they were also returning from a
weekend of camping and had no room for
the animals. So we decided to each take a
dog and follow them to the pound where
an officer would meet us. We signed the
dogs over to the officer and continued
home.
It is amazing to me that someone would
drop off an animal at the side of the road,
much less feel it is a good idea to drop two
on a busy interstate highway where people
are averaging more than 70 mph. Unless
there is someone to immediately round
them up, they are basically signing a death
sentence for the dogs. Not only is there
safety endangered, but it also is dangerous to the people in the vehicles which
have to dodge them.
It broke my heart to see the dogs running after the person who, until that moment, had been god to them. Their provider
and protector treated them as disposable.
When you take charge of an animal it is
for their lifetime. It is your responsibility
to ensure its safety and survival. If you
cannot do that, your job is to find someone who can.

This incident also re-affirmed the notion
of being tested by a higher power and of
everything having a purpose. If we had
driven by minutes earlier or later, we'd
have never had the opportunity to positively or negatively affect the lives of these
animals.
On the good side, when we returned
home, we called the Kellogg newspaper
and several local shelters to alert them of
the inability of 911 to help and the dogs'
current location.
The rescue group picked up the dogs and
informed us they were indeed American
foxhounds. (An American foxhound is a
rare breed with only 52 registered with the
American Kennel Club in 2003).
The spokesman for the rescue group said
the dogs would be neutered and found
good homes. He added that being abandoned is rough on dogs and they often go
through a depression period after their ordeal. He also said that in Oregon the penalty for doing that to a dog is 1 year in
jail.

Kyle Ford is a senior communications,
public relations major. Send your
comments and feedback to Kyle at
fordlos2@ seattleu.edu
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Juliet Schor attacks youth marketing
SU kicks off salon theme of "Poverty and Consumption"
allow talk of obesity or the health risks related to sugar be"Is this a Pepsi or a Coke school?" Schor asked the audicause of their high involvement in the companies distributence.
ing this kind of food. There remains only a few other corpowas
the
from
"Pepsi,"
resounding
reply
the
room
rations
and they run almost everything. Phillip Morris, one
mostly
Food, coffee and tea was provided to encourage a casual
full
of
students.
knew
the
of
the
Everyone
answer.
tobacco industries, owns Kraft Foods, the makers
top
atmosphere last Tuesday at the "Born to Buy, Kids and ConSchor
out
that
is
is
and
of
pointed
spending
up,
saving
down,
Lunchables
and other childhood snacks.
sumerism" salon, which kicked off this year's theme of"Povthe
main
of
the
are
targets
advertising
industry
Even organizaerty and Consumption."
zero
to
and
As
children
have
tions
12
ages
teenagers.
that were esto
Mara Adelman, director of Seattle University salons, emof a say in the purchases of their
gained
more
tablished
to help
phasized the fact that salons are meant to be a voluntary,
it
is
now
parents to the point that 670 billion dollars of
kids
are
taking
part
"intellectual engagement." She added that this year Seattle
are
influenced
their
chilparental
purchases
by
their
in
exploitaUniversity is partnering with outside organizations to make
tion. PBS, the
the salons a success. One of these partnering organizations, dren the advertising industry has turned most
of
their
effort
toward
children
their
tarmaking
to
and Girls
Boys
now
Citizens Campaign for CommerClub,
Scholastica
get.
cial Free Schools, is partly the
symbolic
Children are now bonding
and the Girl Scouts
work of Dr. Breta Ball, who ini.e.
brands,
Crest,
to
rather
all have a hand in
troduced the main speaker for the
Schor, professor of
than the product, toothpaste.
instilling consumer
night, Juliet Schor.
SOCIOLOGY AT BOSTON COLLEGE
is
meant to make
Advertising
values in the kids
Juliet Schor, professor of sous
think
that
our
lives
would
ofAmerica.
Chanhas
ciology at Boston College,
be better, more complete, if only we had nel 1 schools expose theirstudents to two minutes straight of
written several books dealing
product X, Pointing the arrow ofadvertisadvertising when they turn on their "daily news."
with the socio-economical beat children has lead to rising rates of
ing
Probably the most disturbing quote by an ad agent that
haviors of the American public,
and
stress
in
depression,
anxiety
children,
Schor
cited was about "converting a kid into a user." Shor
including her latest publication,
not to mention the physical heath problems asked, what kind of messages are people who talk like that
"Born to Buy." Every seat in
of obesity and diabetes that are also rising sending to children?
Campion ballroom was filled,
in children. Ads encourage children to think
So, how do you appeal to the idealism ofchildren toward
and still more came to hear her
of
their
as
or
"un-cool."
a
better
end?
parents
"stupid"
speak.
Schor's research disturbingly showed that
few
"A
things are being tried to this end such as mall scavSchor pointed out that adverthe more kids are exposed to the media, enger hunts where [children] need to find environmentally
tisements are everywhere:
the more easily they get bored and have friendly products, or a 'good message' rap contest wherekids
shows, schools, buses and even
rates of low self-esteem. Undercan send their original, positive words and hear them on the
higher
hospitals. In her address, based
cover
and
research
radio.
You have to talk to kids in their language."
survey
supported
on her recent publication, she
Greg Boudreau
Schor's
ideas
about
the
effects
this
kind
of
Schor
pointed out that advertising is not bad in itself, but
outlined ways in which the adto
a
advertising
speaks
Juliet
Schor
has
on
America's
the
which symbolic meaning is used to sell products
in
youth.
way
vertising industry targets the
One such effect may be seen in children's is.
packed
audience
about
adveryouth of America to turn them
clothing, which is beginning to represent
"Advertising used to be about the product, but now it is
into consumers at a tender and tisers who tarket children.
adult
about
the symbolic qualities of products. We're now willing
young
clothing
styles.
impressionable age.'
to get children to wear
to pay for symbolic value."
When
asked
how
to
such
as
about
consumTalking
younger siblings,
kids,
more appropriate clothing, Schor responded, "It's hard to get
Schor closed her talk with this final thought: "Enough is
erism might help them to become more aware of the adverclothes made that are more covering. Right now Nordstrom's Enough. Let's take back childhood from the corporations."
tising industry. Schor mentions some suggestions.
is working to try a line of more child appropriate clothing. It
Adelman had a quick second to give her thoughts on the
"You have to open a line ofcommunication. This can start
be
available
the
Northwest
and
but
Califorevent
and declared, "Full house, engaged audience, brilliant
will
in
Midwest,
by sharing an educational video such as 'Merchants ofCool'
nia turned down the line of clothing."
speaker,
very pleased!"
or videos by the Media Education Foundation, and then talk
Schor even had an answer to how the advertising industry
There will be over 67 salons this year under the theme of
about it with kids."
is getting away with this kind of work. She hypothesized "Poverty and Consumption" put on by SU and outside orgaSchor pointed out that even Seattle University, a place of
that it is due to that fact that the Bush administration will not nizations, so check out posters for times and venues.

Anneke Cronander
Staff Writer

learning, is product affiliated.

-

-

"Advertising used be about
the product, but
about
the symbolic qualities of products. We're
willing pay

for

value."

Juliet

Study abroad students face cultural challenges
Meyling Siu-Miranda
Features Editor

"The most rewarding element of studying in China is the
ability to be immersed in the culture. The Chinese people
are amazing in their habits and mannerisms. It is great to

"The culture shock upon my initial arrival was fairly challenging. There were several occasions where I wanted to pack
up and come home," international studies major Kelsey
O'Brien confessed. "I've never felt so different as I
Five SU students have received Asian Freeman
do in China—everyone stares at us because we are
Awards to support their studies in China.
foreigners."
Kelsey O'Brien, Darrick Cox, Dean Peloquin and
Language remains a common challenge for many.
Donald Rogers were awarded $5,000 each to continue
Cox, an Asian studies major, said that he
Darrick
their studies at the School of Overseas Education in
that developing language skills
had
to
understand
Soochow University in Suzhou. Nicolette Lewis, also
takes
time
and
that
"one simply does not become
a recipient of the award, opted to study at the Beijing
fluent overnight."
Language and Culture University.
He was, however, surprised by how quickly he
A total of eight SU students, among them the five
adapted.
recipients, left Seattle in late August and will be re"It's surprising how much I feel at home. China
turning in mid December, after completing a semesis very progressive and there is an exciting energy
ter abroad.
that seems to be missing in the United States," Cox
Chinese Minor Advisor Ming Feng, who accompasaid.
nied the students and returned from Suzhou three
The Chinese program at Seattle University emweeks ago, explained that this is the very first wave
phasizes communicative knowledge. Rather than foof students to travel with the Chinese study abroad
cusing on endless grammar, during regular classes
program, for last year's launch of the program was
on campus students are exposed to different activipostponed due to the outbreak of SARS.
ties such as skits and field trips to develop their lanProfessor Feng hopes this year's students will gain
guage skills.
Courtesy of Ming Feng
more than language skills.
However, at Soochow University, one of the 100
"I hope they will form a sense of responsibility, Eight study abroad students, five of which received
prestigious universities according to China's
most
knowing the people and culture, and bringing back Asian Freeman Awards, pose with their professor
of Education, students attend intensive ChiMinistry
the real image of the lives of the people living there," Ming Feng, at Soochous University in Suchow, China.
nese language courses for four hours in the mornhe said.
ing.
"Sometimes the channels to get the correct and approprithat first hand," he said.
the rest of the day, students can select a wide range
experience
During
ate image of the Chinese people is through others living
For 21 -year-old Nicolette Lewis, who is majoring in interofelectives from Chinese literature, pop culture, history and
abroad. When you are close to those people, you will have a
national studies and economics, studying abroad has allowed geography, to Tai Chi, calligraphy, art painting and Chinese
completely different feeling and perspective," Feng added.
her to meet students from across the world and engage in proficiency test preparation classes.
So far, students are taking advantage of the opportunity
different humanitarian issues.
and unveiling such images. Ronald Rogers, senior business
But for some, studying in China has required major adand psychology major, explained that his desire to do busijustments.
ness in Asia pushed him to study Chinese.
See
Page 6

CHINA,
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Gary Atkins Awarded
for 'Gay Seattle'
Julian Hunt
Staff Writer

lenges and humanizes the reader, and it ac-

complishes this through the intimacy of the
stories and, not least of all, the very fine scholand writing. In my view, it's an extraorarship
After reading Gary Atkins' "Gay Seattle:
dinary
achievement," Weihe commented.
Stories of Exile and Belonging" it could be
his
own words, the question that drove
In
said that Francis Farmer did have her revenge
Atkins
to
write was: "What kind of commuon Seattle.
nication
does a group of disenfranexperience
The 1930s actress whose story of instituchised citizens need to have to join the civic
tionalization was re-sung by Nirvana in the
popular song "Francis Farmer Will Have Her discourse?"
When actually reRevenge on Seattle"
and writsearching
and invoked by gays
the book, howing
and lesbians as a
come a
ever, what surprised
symbol of both
in
Atkins was that in a
strength and opprescity supposedly rich
sion, is one ofAtkins'
and
with history on this
more well-known
and
similar social
Gary Atkins, professor
studies. Her story as
issues, there was
told by Atkins, howOF JOURNALISM
very little discourse
ever, is not one of a
from
historians on
schizophrenic
the
and
lesbian
in the Northgay
experience
woman, but rather a schizophrenic Seattle.
west. One issue that was discussed in Atkins'
Atkins, 55, is an openly gay professor of
book was the proposal and eventual voter rejournalism at Seattle University. Born in
jection ofInitiative 13, which would have reLouisiana, he found solace in books during
Seattle's civil rights laws and effectupealed
the monsoon season. As a young man, he says
discrimination against sexual mially
legalize
being gay was a non-issue, although he did
norities in employment and housing.
experience the then unidentified feelings of
"Even in 1978, the President of SU- Willbeing different.
iam
Sullivan publicly opposed [Initiative
"I was like a lot ofother gay youth of that
Atkins began. "SU has come a long way
13],"
period isolatedand trying to figure out why
in
understanding
gay and lesbian issues."
1 didn't quite fit in," said Atkins.
with other Jesuits, also paid
along
Sullivan,
On writing "Gay Seattle" itself, Atkins says
tribute at the funeral of former Representahe set out to give gays their own history a
book that details the gay and lesbian legacy tive Anderson, who died ofAIDS in 1995. The
funeral itself is the closing event of Atkins
in the Northwest.
collection of local history, a closure perhaps
He especially wanted to detail the history
significant for the Seattle University family
that dealt with "what kind of challenges they
of students, alumni and faculty.
overcame especially what kind of chalFor Atkins, it is important that his book has
lenges in communicating with each other and
been received well by its target audience:
with the public at large in a city."
The book itself is a gathering and reflec- "Gays and lesbians themselves, the people
to
tion of over a century's worth of dialogue who wanted see and read their own story."
According
to Weihe, it is the very "people
between gays, activists, moralists, laws, rewe get to know" in the book that make it a
ligious figures, politicians, and the media.
compelling read people like Francis Farmer,
"Gay Seattle" is the winner of this year's
Cal Anderson's activism for broader
politico
2004 Washington State Book Award and the
definitions of community, those who suffered
Jesuit Alpha Sigma Nu Book Award. Prize
and died from AIDS.
winning works chosen for the Washington
"The whole, century-long account held my
State Book Award were judged on literary
but I was particularly caught up in
merit, lasting importance, and overall qual- attention,
those final chapters, those that paralleled and
ity. The JesuitBook Award, however, is given
illuminated my personal experience ofSeattle
to professors who teach at Jesuit universities
the emerging Broadway scene, controverand write in the category of "professional
involving the Catholic community and
sies
studies."
the activism and community beEdwin Wiehe, a professor of English at leadership,
that my gay cousin John was so inlonging
Seattle University, was one of the five sevolved in and often brought to the dinner
lected to judge the 2004 Washington State
table."
Book Award nominees. In the pool ofjudges,
Atkins will receive the Washington State
there was one other professor, a writer, a
Book Award on Oct. 27 at a public event in
bookseller and a librarian.
the new downtown public library at seven in
"All of us on the Washington State Book
the evening.
Award jury agreed that "Gay Seattle" chal-

"SU has
long
way understanding
gay
lesbian issues."

-

-

-

-

-

-

Public Safety Warning:
For those of you who own bicycles and use a Kryponite bike
lock that can be opened using a cylindrical key, beware; your
bike may be stolen. Across the country there have been reports
of theft because smalltime criminals have found that these bike
locks can be opened using Bic pens. Kryptonie has offered to
replace their locks at request. For more details visit
www.kryptonite.com.

Announcement:
Next Wednesday, Oct. 13, the Psychology Dept. Chair's
Colloquium will take place at noon in the Schafter Auditorium.
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National Scholarship's executive secretary visits SU
Cienna Hahn
Staff Writer
The Truman Scholarship Foundation's executive secretary Louis Blair paid Seattle
University a visit September 29. TheTruman
Scholarship grants 26,000 dollars annually
to 75-80 juniors nationwide for post-graduate work in the non-profit or government sector. Senior Phuong Luu, a biology major, is
the most current Truman Scholar from SU,
an institution that has produced eight Truman
Scholars since 1982.
"That's an impressive number considering
SU's relatively small size," commented Fr.
Jerry Cobb, S.J., who organized Blair's campus visit.
Blair was also impressed by the numbers,
and interested in discovering just what a Jesuit education entails. Before his visit, Blair's
only knowledge of Seattle University was
concerning SU graduate and basketball star
Elgin Baylor.
"The Truman Scholarship emphasizes service and international awareness, which is
part of Seattle University's mission. I think
thatmission prepares students to meet today's
national and global challenges with grace and
a smile."
Blair went on to add that he never watches
television, hasn't seen a play in 10years, and
rarely ever sleeps, although he stated that
these aren't criteria for becoming a Truman

Scholar.
Blair arrived on campus early Wednesday
morning, sharing a simple breakfast with
Sullivan Scholars while delivering a short but
lively speech on the importance of international awareness and service. Blair empha-

Blair then met with faculty members and
discussed how to better identify and prepare
candidates for graduate scholarships. From
there, he was whisked off to a plenary lunch
with honors students, where he expounded
on the importance of an education in humanities, as pertains to careers in
public service.
"Mr. Blair is such an accomplished man and entertaining
speaker. It was good to know
that someone who has had
such a successful career in
politics, as well as a degree
from MIT, values the humanities so much."
Blair actually earned two
graduate degrees from MIT in
electrical engineering before
working in the White House
Submitted Photo
during both the Ford and
Father Jerry Cobb.SJ, (left) and Phuong Luu (right),
Carter
administrations, and
Truman Scolarship recipient, smile and listen as
then
becoming
mayor ofFalls
Louis Blair (middle) speaks.
Church, Virginia for three
sized the significance of whathe called "conyears. He also resided as president of a school
structive confusion" in life —resting, in fact for physically challenged infants, and attended a professional chef school in Paris.
savoring the uncomfortable or unexpected.
"Mr. Blair's a wise man," said Luu, who is Incidentally, he also speaks fluent French.
Following the plenary, Mr. Blair joined Fr.
also a Sullivan Scholar, "I'm learning to ac"cept the unexpected," she said, glancing at Steven Sundborg, S.J., and
him ruefully.
Dr. Sue Sucker, SU's proBlair countered, calling Luu a "little bundle vost, to discuss how Seattle
of greatness," before simply stating, "Phuong University can better advertise, encourage, and support
is fun. I like her."

Mass of the Holy Spirit welcomes all
and blesses the new school year
Nicholas McCarvel

Staff Writer

Nicholas McCarvel

A large gathering of the Seattle University community
came together last week at the annual Mass of the Holy Spirit
to kick off the 2004-2005 academic year. It was held to
bless the current academic year, which will come to a close
on June 12, 2005 at the baccalaureate mass marking graduation. Classes were canceled to ensure everyone had the
opportunity to attend.
University President Reverend Stephen V. Sundborg presided at the mass held at Immaculate Conception Church on
18thAvenue. The Mass of the Holy Spirit is a revered tradition ofSeattle University, the Catholic Church and other Jesuit universities across the country.
Reverend Michael Bayard offered his words of wisdom
to the faculty, staff, students and community members in
attendance. Father Bayard talked of the uniquely diverse
community that SU is, and said that this year is a chance to
both embrace and improve what we already have.
SU Choir Director Joy Sherman shared her talented Consort Singers group with those in attendance. The choir sang
the enchanted "Ave Maria" and closed mass with the suiting
"We Are Marching."

SU Jesuit Father Jack Bentz, S.J., leads the
procession at the Mass of the Holy Spirit.

"Saw you at C-street but was too afraid to talk to
you. You were wearing clothes and had hair. Just
wanted to say what's up."
"Makin' a shout out to my
heroes...you guys rock! -T
Think you can do better? Send your personal to spectatorpersonals@seattleu.edu and
we '11 print it in the next issue of the paper.
People would pay money...luckily you don't have to.

"

students applying for graduate scholarships
in general, and the Truman Scholarship specifically.
"Smaller campuses such as SU are better
at preparing [scholarship] candidates in some
ways. The service component is definitely
more intimate and beneficial to students,"
explained Blair.
Blair had extensive contact with students
throughout the day, speaking to political science majors about civic values, before wrapping up his visit with a dessert party in the
Leßoux room with a group ofBannan, Naef,
and Sullivan scholars, as well as students
participating in the International Development Internship program. Wrapping up his
visit to SU, he encouraged these "overachievers"—as he playfully termed them—to once
again embrace the constructive confusion in
their lives, and take time to enjoy it before
attending graduate school or saving the
world.
"I encourage you all to balance fun pursuits with your ambition and drive to succeed. Take time off. It's the only way to
stay sane," quipped the man who doesn't
sleep before wishing the students a good
night.

CHINA

(Continued from Page 4)
The Chinese study abroad program attempts to give
as many opportunities to expose students to China. Students may visit Nanjing, Shanghai, Hang Zhou and
Wixi, all four cities surrounding Suzhou. They may
visit local families and stay with them, as well as tour
local government agencies.
For the past 27 years, Seattle University has provided students of several disciplines the opportunity
to study around the world. But as an increasing number of students choose to study abroad during their
college years, most programs have mainly been geared
towards Europe.
In fact, according to Open Doors, the annual survey
ofinternational student mobility conducted by the Institute of International Education (IIE), over 60 percent of all U.S. students studying abroad go to Europe, while only 6 percent study in East and Southeast
Asia.
As Asia plays a bigger role in the global economy
and political arena, Professor Feng argued, students
should also shift their focus to the East.
"I think Asia should be given enough attention,
which it hasn't been in the past. The focus has been
misplaced. Europe was traditionally the center of interest for the United States in all areas, but we've seen
from the current political issues that is too narrowminded to just focus on one area," he said.
Cox agrees. "Currently, Europe is the UnitedStates'
largest trading partner, so it makes sense for there to
be a strong focus on Europe. I think that as trade between the United States and Asia continues to grow so
will the number of cultural exchanges and people
studying Asian languages."
Feng stated that since SU is a comprehensive institution, there is a strong need to give students the opportunity of to have a multi-cultural understanding,
rooted within the core of a Jesuit education.
"A Jesuit education focuses on educating the whole
person, and being a whole person involves being aware
ofcultural differences," Feng said. "These students are
the best investors who can build the bridge between
these two cultures."
NicoletteLewis also believes study abroad programs
should be a vital element of a Jesuit Education.
"It's important to learn about the world around us
and the people we share this world with, A Jesuit education is about preparing students for a life of service
leadership," she said. "There are those who can or prefer to serve locally, but there is also a need to serve

globally."
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One new position, two new faculty, three new titles

Sharon

Megan Peter

Staff Writer
This year has brought an abundance of changefor
students and faculty alike. Students may be new to
campus or completely new to the freedoms of col-

lege. While students arefinally learning their professors names and getting settled in, somefaculty members are attemting to remember a whole campus full
ofpeoples' names. Seattle University is happy to welcome two new faculty members and one returning
faculty member all taking on new director positions.
'

William Hurd

Tim Wilson, new director of student
activities and new to SU

Tim

Wilson, Ph.D., recent graduate of the University
of Missouri, has several new ideas and is excited to
hold the position of director of student activities.
His new job entails being primary advisor over SEAC and
overseeing the process of recognition for clubs and organizations on campus, not to mention the number of committees Wilson is on campus-wide.
Wilson worked at the University of Missouri from 1997 to
2000 as the coordinator of Multicultural Affairs before attending graduate school. He graduated from University of
Missouri May of this year with a Ph.D. in education leadership and policy with an emphasis on higher and continuing
education; which, in laymen terms, is a degree in higher education administration.
It was not until close to Wilson's graduation that he found
the SU job offer in the Chronicle of Higher Education's
website.
"I saw the ad and, interestingly enough, it was only up for
one day. So when I saw the job, I thought, 'well, it's in an
urban environment, it's in Seattle, it's near family."'
The job also offered Wilson a change.
"It was doing something different than I had done before.
I've had jobs that involved programming, but it had never
been a direct student activities kind of job and it would be
something different for me to try."
While only doing the job for about eight weeks now, Wilson has great plans for the future.
He would like to "smooth out the recognition process for
clubs and organizations, make things more user friendly for
the club leaders already out there, and establish more of an
infrastructure, not only for the office, but for clubs and organizations to do good programming."
He is also looking at creating a more active website with
guides for clubs, from advertising on campus to managing
club finances.
These plans are not going to come easy for Wilson. He is
facing many challenges, including learning a new system.
"I'm coming from a large public institution. Coming here
to a smaller, private Jesuit institution there are some big differences and it just takes a little while to learn what those
differences are and learn how to work through those differences."
But not only is it the basics of a new environment there is
also the challenge of meeting the needs of those around him.
"There is a lot of pounding the pavement; getting out and
meeting people. And not so much talking about what I want
to do, but more keeping my mouth shut and listening to people
in terms of what they want to do, and some of the challenges
there are getting to goals they want."
But in the end Wilson ultimately hopes to someday establish a long-term programmatic legacy.
"If we could establish some programs in the next few years
that could be here whenever I have to leave that would be a
great testament."

Suh, Ph.D. continues to be a valued faculty
member at Seattle University, but now she holds a
new title.
As director of the Asian studies program, Suh has
several new ideas for the program, but is thankful to her
predecessor for laying the groundwork.
"I have definitely been interested in shaping the program.
The former director spent so much effort and time bringing
this program into existence. He's been working so hard on
that and I have wanted to be part of it. And now that he's laid
the foundation for it, I want to build the program so that it
will continue to grow and expand in different directions."
Suh received a Ph.D. in Buddhist studies from Harvard
and has been teaching in the theology department for the
past five years and in the Asian studies department for the
past year. Her new job not only entails working with the
curriculum and programming, but also connecting with the
other faculty involved in the program. Additionally, one of
her big goals is to reinvent the way people view Asia.
"Asian studies is not specific to just one region, but includes regions we don't normally think about [such as] Central Asia, Southeast Asia, and the Philippines. I want to unpack what we mean by Asia. A lot of people think ofAsian
Studies as East Asian; China, Japan, Korea. I want people to
know that there are other regions included in that category."
One of Suh's main focuses is also to get more study abroad
programs going.
"It has been about four years since we, ourselves, have
actually done a program specifically on Asia. I am working
on coordinating with Robin Craggs, creating more of a relationship with international development and those internships, and also working on our own."
One new study abroad program Suh is looking into is a
trip to Thailand.
"This summer we are working on sending students to Thailand. Not only to do a study abroad, but to also do work for
nonprofit organizations so that it is not only a tourist type of
visit, but it actually incorporates the social justice component of it. So if you are going to Thailand you would be
working with refugees and migrants."
Some of Suh's challenges include building up the program

by getting more majors and helping students to understand
that there is relevance in looking into visiting Asia.

William Hurd

Sharon Suh, new director of Asian studies
"Our everyday lives are very much influenced by Asian
culture."
But she also sees these challenges as benefits to the job
because it gives her projects to accomplish. Suh would also
like to look at Asian studies in a more global perspective.
According to Suh, a global perspective "would not only
include the experience of people who live in Asia, but also
allow that to speak to Asian-Americans. I want to be able to
expand the program so that it accounts for their experiences
as well."
Part of the way that Suh is going to expand the program
is to provide a continual forum of scholars presenting issues in Asian studies. The talks will range from terrorism
and Al-Queda in Indonesia, to technology in the Philippines.
"They are going to speak to what Asia is. We have a construct of Asia, this myth of Asia and we want to ground it,
unpack it, and talk about what it really means."

"I want to build the program so that
it will continue to grow and expand
in different directions
Sharon Suh, director of Asian studies

William Hurd

Robin Craggs, new study abroad director
and new to SU

Anew

position was created this year to coordinate and
organize the study abroad program and all its com
ponents and Robin Craggs, a new member to Seattle
University, filled it. Craggs, study abroad director, grew up in
Everett, but has not lived in the area for 20 years. She was
excited to take the new job and live in the Seattle area.
"I kind of feel like I am coming home. I have been watching the Seattle job market for the past six years.. .and I really
wanted my family to be together."

"I am incredibly impressed with the
faculty engagement here... It was one
of the things that specifically interested me in the job."
Robin Craggs, study abroad director
Before becoming a faculty member at Seattle University,
she worked as the study abroad directorand the international
student director at Occidental College in Eagle Rock, California. She felt like she had the best job on campus. Craggs
is bringing that positive attitude here to Seattle in hope that
she can make the claim again.
"I am very excited about the process of building the program here. I did the same sort of thing at Occidental. [The
program] was very, very small. But by the time I left we
were sending one-third of every junior class [abroad]."
Craggs also took the job because she was interested in
the large range of majors and programs that are offered on
campus. The Jesuit focus on social justice is also motivator
for her and she really wants to be able to include that commitment into part of the study abroad program. But there
are challenges along the way.
"It is a huge challenge because there is a lot of activity
here. In every corner of the campus someone is doing something really meaningful and wonderful. But there is very
little infrastructure to support people and make jobs of the
faculty easier and relieve some of the burden on the administrators."
Craggs wants to create a smooth flowing infrastructure
around student registration, financial aid, health and safety
status and other areas so that everything else becomes easier.
Craggs has the support of the Study Abroad Advisory Committee, which consists of faculty members for various departments to help her along the way.
Along with challenges come benefits and one of the huge
benefits that Craggs feels there is, is the faculty involvement.
"I am incredibly impressed with the faculty engagement
here. It's very exciting and I expect to learn a lot. It was one
of the things that specifically interested me in the job. It is
the opportunity to work with faculty who are out there getting really involved."
One ofCraggs' goals is to create an extensive website that
provides students with all the information they could ever
need for studying abroad.
"I also want to look at our relationships and make sure the
ones we have with other schools and other programs that
provide study abroad are the ones that we really want. I am
quite interested in exploring the connections with the other
Jesuit institutions. I keep thinking, wouldn't it be great if we
could have consortium or something where they could go on
our programs and we could go on their programs?"
She also wants to start a good evaluation system to see
what students are getting out of the study aboard program.
To not only serve as advice for students who would like do
the programs, but to also see if the programs ate meeting the
expectations of Seattle University.
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Pura Vida Coffee: Linking each cup to charity
Molly Layman
Guest Writer
For many college students sleep is
spoken of as an old pastime that, along
with paste consumption, was given up long
ago. Copious amounts of coffee have
become a staple in the college diet, but at
what cost do students feed their addiction?
If they're drinking Pura Vida Coffee, the
cost can be considerably less.
With its recent offering of Pura Vida
Coffee, Seattle University is among
hundreds of institutions, including Yale,
Harvard, and Boston College, which are
supporting fair trade. This approach to
product marketing allows sustainable
development, while helping family farmers
in developing countries, where most coffee
growing occurs, to gain direct access to

Bon Appetit barista Jeremy
Washington prepares a
fragrant cup of Pura Vida
Coffee.
international markets.
Along with other commercially

farmed products, the growing of coffee
strips away nutrients in the soil and
destroys the natural habitat of many
species. Coffee growers suffer in commercial markets due to middle buyers who buy
low and sell high, failing to pay farmers
livable wages. Farmers are then unable to
afford food, shelter and schooling for their
families.
But fair trade eliminates the middle

r——————————————————

|
|

Costa Rica, where it works daily with 500
children. The coffee sales provide funding
for clothing drives and soup kitchens, and
support many communities.
However, creating a national
presence has been Pura Vida Coffee's
biggest challenge since all profits go to
charity and not marketing.
"The volume ofbusiness is coming
from schools," Sage noted. "Students tend

buyers between retailers and farmers,
thereby allowing the latter to receive a fair
price for their coffee and increase their
living standards to create more thriving
communities.
Pura Vida Coffee, headquartered in
Seattle, is a company committed to "using
capitalism to empower producers, motivate
consumers, inspire business leaders, and
ultimately serve the poor." All of its profits
go to helping at-risk children and families
in coffee-growing countries.
When buying the fair trade label,
consumers can be assured that farmers
received a fair price for their product and
that the coffee was grown with concern for
the environment. Products with a fair trade
label are organic and shade-grown, which
maintains biodiversity by providing shelter
for migratory birds and reducing global
warming.
The rigorous certification process
performed by both TransFair USA in the
United States and Fair-trade Labeling
Organizations (FLO) internationally
guarantees the quality offair trade products. Both of these organizations work
with importers and manufacturers to
document business practices in order to
insure that products with the fair trade
label are consistent with guidelines.
Pura Vida Coffee was founded seven
years ago by Harvard Business School
graduates, John Sage and Chris Dearnley.
For the decade prior to the founding of the
company, Dearnley had been working with
families in Costa Rica, but he did not have
the resources to make a bigger impact in
the communities. This spawned the idea to
use coffee to fund the programs.
"We both had a real interest in using
business for charitable purposes," Sage
said. "My partner and I built a for-profit
business and reinvested in the community
that brought us the coffee. It is possible to
be a tough-minded, card-carrying capitalist
and still be tender-hearted. People don't
have to be at odds with the charity industry."
Currently, the company has staff in
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

"It is possible to be a toughminded, card-carrying capitalist and still be tenderhearted. People don't have to
be at odds with the charity

industry."

Photos by William Hurd

social justice. It's exciting to have
our coffee on campus and have a
chance
to find more ways to
Sage, Pura Vida Coffee
partner, Sage said of Bon
Co-founder
Appetit's recent contract with the
y company.
Fair trade coffee does not
remain
the
only socially conscious
to care and are familiar with fair trade and
commitment
made by the on-campus food
organic products. They are more likely to
Bon
provider,
Appetit. Last year, after the
spend money on things consistent with
mad-cow
the company switched to
scare,
their values." "We are about as far away
all-natural
beef
and
this year is offering
from corporate as you can get, which
Also, all baking is
antibiotic-free
chicken.
matters to many people in college," he
done
with
flour
and seafood
organic
added.
follow
seafood
watch guidepurchases
When asked what sparked the
it's
all
and farmed in
meaning
caught
lines,
change to Pura Vida Coffee, Bon Appetit's
that
a
environment.
ways
support
healthy
General Manager Buzz Hofford replied,
Pura Vida Coffee had been a case
"Bon Appetit is on the forefront of a lot of
study for a number of years in the Albers
these issues. We have had on campus a
Business School. According to Gary
number of shade-grown, organic and fair
Chamberlain, professor of theology and
trade coffees."
religious studies, the Coalition for Global
Previous attempts to offer fair trade
Concern, a student group, was the first to
coffee were met with many complaints
the idea of fair trade to campus 12
bring
concerning inferior taste. Determined not
years ago.
to abandon their effort, Bon Appetit
"Seattle University has a tradition
assessed a number of bids and settled upon
of
how to bring social justice to
learning
Pura Vida Coffee, which tied in with the
economics.
Students do have an impact,"
commitment for social justice at SU.
Chamberlain
said.
"We love the Jesuit commitment to

John

—
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Today In SU History

The Spectator wants your
summer photographs!

Information compiled

by Meyling Siu-

Features Editor

j Did you take any pictures you thought
| would come out blurry and ended up
J being masterpieces?

Phi Chi Theta hosted a
"Dream Man" dance, in which Giant
Peach performed.
»

Students boycotted Kennel-Ellis Inc., the
official photographer of SU's yearbook.
»

Three SU students were injured in an accident,
when a car being pursued by police plowed through
Broadway and Madison intersection, striking two other
vehicles.
»

Vacations, celebrity sightings, summer
j jobs, concerts, etc.Your photographs will
i be used in an upcoming summer collage.

ASSU created the Advisory Committee to
assist student and faculty core curriculum committees.
»

The Frye Museum featured original works of
three SU faculty members: George Herrard, Nicholas
Damascus and Val Laigo.
»

[

I
Drop off your pictures and a short caption
detailing them at the Spectator Office in
Lower Campion or send us digital files via email to siu-

Shuttle bus service from the main campus to
the Connolly Center began operating.
»

mira@seattleu.edu.
■

»

Head Start, a program with local elementary

schools, was offered as a new volunteer opportunity.
*
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Sampling campus life through a guided tour

Tamara Shkurkin

public safety posts located on campus have a 60 second
estimated response time, and that all students are eligible
for 10counseling session a year in the student health

A&E Editor
Maintenance workers, IT support and Bon Appetit
staff are all individuals that come to mind when thinking
about what makes Seattle University run on a daily basis.
Though all of these people make contributions to campus
life, there are so many more individuals that work just as
hard behind the scenes at SU.
It is in the nature of colleges to have a high student
turnover rate, and in order for the school to grow in
population and curriculum the campus must stay attractive
and accessible to prospective and transfer students. Every
year hundreds of new students come to SU, and whatever
their previous education was, it is necessary for them to
see the campus and get a sense of what happens here at
SU.
The Office ofAdmissions takes care of the administrative details, but for a sample of campus life the Seattle
University tour guides step in.
Offering tours Monday through Friday at 10 a.m.,
noon, and 2 p.m., along with some Saturdays, from
October through June, the tour guides are all current
Seattle University students who give the hour long tours
from memory.
Alissa Hutton, a senior communications major, has
been involved with the program since her freshman year.
She shadowed other tour guides until her sophomore year,
when she began giving tours herself.
"I have basically learned more than I ever thought
possible about this school, I have so many numbers in my
head it's a shock that I can keep them straight," Hutton
said.
I can attest to this impressive knowledge after
attending my second tour from Hutton last Monday, this
time as a sophomore rather than a high school senior.
Even after a year of full immersion in intellectual and
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To the right, Alissa Hutton, senior communications major, gives a tour around
Bannan.
campus life at SU I still had a lot to learn.
Hutton did an excellent job of portraying Seattle
University, emphasizing the positive, but at no point
seeming unrealistic or redundant. I was surprised to learn
that 75 percent of SU students receive some kind of
financial aid, that the ratio of students to professor is an
average of 14-to-l, and that the grass by Piggott was
called the Union Green. I was also happy to learn that the

Hutton used strong imagery and timing to illustrate
her points. She utilized the Piggott Atrium as a backdrop
to talk about the student meal card and how it functions,
the stone arches on the Madison entrance to campus to
talk about SU's relationship to the surrounding community, and the fountain in the Quad to discuss student life.
Not a single part ofher tour seemed rehearsed or tired,
undetectable even that she had said the same facts
innumerable times before. Not only did I learn some new
facts, I took a second to actually look at things I pass by
hurriedly every day.
Other students at SU felt positive about their
experiences with on campus tours. Sofia Voz, a sophomore political science and English major, took a tour
before deciding to come to SU.
"Seeing the campus as a whole gave me a good idea
of what it would be like to be here, everyone thinking of
coming here should definitely take a tour," said Voz.
Sophomore Sarah Curtis added, "I really liked the
Student Center and Campion Hall, it helped me figure out
where I wanted to be."
Hutton also sees positive results after the tours. "I
like knowing that these kids come to SU to find out if it is
the school for them and I try my best to make them want
to come here. I love seeing people on campus who I
remember giving tours to," Hutton said.
Helpful in every aspect, SU tour guides are essential
assets to our campus community. The next time you see
someone walking backwards talking to a group on campus
or gesturing wildly towards a building in front of an
audience, take a little walking detour that allows you to
catch a snippet of what they say, chances are it may be a
pearl of SU wisdom.

by Mark Parisi
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Connolly Center offers life-enhancing programs and classes
Adrien Vanderwalt
Guest Writer
Seattle University's home base for
athletics and leisure is geared up for another extraordinary year. Connolly Center is designed to help students, faculty
and staffachieve a whole body wellness.
Connolly Center has become the pinnacle for sports and recreation. The center provides a variety of programs and
activities that enhance physical fitness
and promote healthy lifestyles.
Appropriately named after Archbishop
Connolly, it has grown tremendously
over the years to accommodate the needs
of users on and off campus. With several new expansions and the implementation of contemporary programs, the
Connoly Center caters to people at all
fitness levels .
The facilities are free for Seattle University students, staff and faculty, but
you will need to show your Seattle University I.D. at the front desk. Although
free membership is a huge bonus, you
don't necessarily need to be a part of the
academic community in order to become
a member of Connolly Center.
The facilities do offer an exclusive
number of memberships to the public at
competitive rates. A one-year membership to Connolly Center runs anywhere
between $240 to $360, while most health
club rates in the Seattle area range from
$400 to $500.

Some students are finding it tough to
stay away from the complementary
amenities. Shannon Brown, a junior political science major, hits the center at
least four times per week.
"It has everything," says Brown.
Connolly Center has two gymnasiums,
two 25-yard swimming pools, a weight

William Hurd

Eric Osborne, Fr. Business, using the dumbbells in the weight
room at the Connolly Center.
room complete with free weights, circuit
and cardiovascular equipment, four racquetball courts, astrogym, locker rooms
equipped with saunas, a fitness room,
cycling room, and a leisure activities
classroom.
The center has an array of programs
designed to fit with the interests and
busy schedules of the more than 6000
students on campus. This year's programs include fitness services, leisure
education, intramurals, club sports, in-

tercollegiate sports and the outdoor recreation program.
Fitness services focus on developing
sound and effective physical endurance.
The program is intended to accommodate those of all fitness levels.
There are personal trainers available
for a small fee, to assist in developing
workout programs on an individual basis. Trainers are available for consultations, guidance and motivation.
Motivation is essential in accomplish-

ing your fitness goals and the program
is there to boost that drive.
As part of the Greater Northwest Athletic Conference, Seattle University
boasts a widely recognized program.
Noted for its continual success the program is home to 12 sports team, including Men's and Women's Soccer, Basketball, Cross Country, Swimming, Track
and Field, and Women's Softball and
Volleyball.
Club sports on campus are also a huge
draw to students. All clubs are studentrun by elected officers, are independent
of NCAA rules and regulations and
draw students of all ages. Unlike NCAA
rules limiting the amount of years of eligibility, individuals competing on club
sport teams are free of those limitations.
Some of the current clubs include karate,
golf, baseball, cheerleading, dance team,
crew, skiing, tennis, ice hockey and
gymnastics.
Becoming involved in the Outdoor
Recreation Program provides the opportunity to broaden your horizons with assorted recreational activities. Often the
program puts together adventure outings
and even camping trips to many destinations in the Northwest.
The Leisure Education program
strives to empower the body and mind
to overcome challenges and reach new
heights with health awareness. Classes
are updated quarterly and are available
at little or no cost.
If your curiosity has been piqued then
check out Connolly Center. Remember, it doesn't matter if you are just starting your fitness journey or if you are
ready to achieve on another level the
center welcomes you. Take advantage
of the facilities, they are there for you!
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Redhawk Volleyball team Red-Hot
Nicholas McCarvel
Guest Writer

fine night with a kill to secure the win at 28-14. The
Redhawks went on to game four 30-15.
"We are all reaching to better ourselves and polish every aspect of our game," says Josie Christiansen, MB.

SU Women's volleyball squad defeated their league
rival, Northwest Nazarene (NNU) on Oct. 2.
While the Redhawks found themselves
down for most of game one. They tied the
score at 16, after a Megan Kaysinger kill. SU
finally grabbed their first lead of the match
after a Janeen Fitzgerald block and they never
looked back. SU won in four 30-25, 30-27,
21-30, 30-15 to up their record to 8-7 overall
and 5-1 in GNAC.
After a rough start this season things have
gone their way as of late. The Redhawks are
riding a five-game winning streak dating back
to Sept. 16, when the squad downed conference opponent Alaska-Fairbanks in four
games.
Junior Sarah Sommerman has stepped up
in a big way taking the lead in the front line
and giving Seattle the edge it needs to contend for a region title.
Against NNU, Sommerman was helped
by the superb play of Senior Lizzy
Safranksi, an outside hitter who had a crucial kill late in game two that gave SU a
TOOTS
1
lead it never relinquished, capturing the
Senior Lizzy Safranski spikes the ball past
hard-fought game 30-27.
the
chance
be
"Not everybody gets
to
on a Northwest Nazarene. Seattle University won
team that not only wins but has great chemisthe match 3-1, it marks the first time the
try," says Sommerman.
team has been above the .500 mark in the
In game three the Redhawks fell behind
early and couldn't dig themselves out of the 2004 season.
hole. The squad saved two game points before sucWith the win, SU moves itself one step close to claimto
the
Crusader
offense
21-30.
cumbing
ing a spot at the NCAA Division II Pacific Regionals.
SU left no doubt in the mind of their coaches or
The Hawks are able to enjoy the comfort of their
fans that their hot streak was legitimate in game home gym this week, facing off against two conferfour. Following a long rally in which Sophomore ence opponents. Tonight the team takes on Humboldt
Marisa Vierra made a spectacular diving save, SeState a team they throttled in three games just unattle grabbed an 8-3 lead it wouldn't give up. der two weeks ago and Saturday night host St.
Kaysinger continued the drilling with a big kill to Martin's, whom they have yet to face in the 2004 seagive SU a 19-8 lead and Safranksi polished off the son.
-

-

SPORTS
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LEISURE
CALENDAR

Thursday. Oct. 7th
Volleyball vs. Central WA
@ Connolly Center, 7 p.m.

Jazzercise 7:15 8:15 a.m.
Connolly Classroom
-

@

Spinning 5:45 6:45 p.m.
@ Connolly Classroom
-

-

Make new friends and have fun
in Leisure Education classes
Canda Harbaugh
News Editor
This fall, SU's Leisure Education Department
is offering yoga, aerobics, boxing, kickboxing,
karate, dance (hip hop, Irish step dance and
swing dance), swimming and conditioning
classes. Besides fitness type classes, they are
offering an hour-long weight room orientation
session and a CPR/Basic First Aid training.
Leisure education is the term used for a group
of recreational fitness and exercise courses provided by SU, primarily for students and staff.
What separates these classes from other athletic
activities is that they are uncompetitive, for both
athletic and non-athletic people, and only take
about an hour a week.
"It's good that SU provides these classes because, otherwise, some students wouldn't get
involved in any exercise program," says Lia
Vargas, sophomore nursing major.
Vargas is very excited to start her kickboxing
class this Sunday.
"It (kickboxing class) fit into my schedule because it's on the weekend and only once a week.
I was looking for a class with an aerobic workout and kickboxing seems like fun. It'll get me
off my butt and involved in something besides
academic classes."
Amanda Lamprecht, Thursday night yoga in-

structor, is currently teaching her third season of
yoga at SU. She agrees that a student's college
experience should be more than just school and
that leisure classes help students to be involved.
"I think leisure classes are a great idea. It gives
students a chance to choose what they want to do
later, something to enrich their lives. College is
not all about classes or degrees and careers. It's
about broadening perspective and awareness. Leisure classes open students up to more possibili-

ties."
Leisure classes began 12 years ago and racquetball and volleyball were the only two classes offered. Over time leisure classes became more
popular and SU currently offers nearly 20 different classes, many of them are already sold out for
fall quarter, according to Anne Carragher, Director of Recreational Sports.
"They are interested in trying new things, and
at the same time, get some exercise to keep in
shape, alleviate stress and have some fun!"
Not only are the classes fun, but they are inexpensive to join as well.
"It's not about pain or gain or competition. The
most important thing is to really honor your own
body and abilities. It's about being happy in the
moment, says Lamprecht, "Students should feel
like this is a time for them. When they come, they
should come for themselves. It is about them and
their body and their awareness."

Interested in being a volunteer writer for the
Sports Section? Well what are you waiting for?
Email Chrisetta@ mosll3lB@seattleu.edu or call
296.6472.
*

Kyokushin Karate 7:30
@

-

9:00 p.m.

Connolly Classroom

Friday. Oct. Bth
Men's Soccer vs. Seattle Pacific

@

Interbay Stadium (Seattle), 7 p.m.

Saturday. Oct. 9th
Volleyball vs. Saint Martin's
Connolly Center, 7 p.m.

@

Kyokushin Karate 7:30 9:00 p.m.
-

@

Connolly Classroom

Western Washington Cross Country Classic, TBA, Bellingham, WA

Sunday.

Oct. 10th

Men's Soccer vs. Western WA@
Championship Field, 7 p.m.
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Could Laguna Beach be the new "0.C.?"
By Molly Layman

Staff Writer
At least since my acceptance into college,
I have entertained the belief that, somehow,
I am intellectually superior to cats After observing their intense fascination with shiny
objects and balls ofmarabou feathers, I would
often think to myself, "Whatever cat, I can
contemplate the beginnings of the universe,"
and though I've failed in this endeavor, this
possibility alone made me feel that I had
something over the feline species.
After a year of dedicated "0.C." watching, and now with a viewing of "Laguna
Beach" on the brainwaves, I've realized I am
not above cats, instead I too am fascinated
with and enjoy watching shiny, beautiful
things. Clearly mimicking the "0.C.," "Laguna Beach," has many qualities that should

provide it with the same cult following of that
of its predecessor, the "0.C."
Lauren, or "LC," is a High School senior
and the main focus of the show. The expansive cliff-side construction site where her
family's new mansion is being built sets the
stage for the surreal reality that the show presents.

The first episode provided an introduction
to the living fantasy presented by "Laguna

Beach;" it revolved mainly around the planning and attendance of a "Black and White"
themed party Lauren was throwing at a $700
dollar a night hotel room. As guests got ready
for the party we were introduced to the characters that will drive the show. Though so far
Lauren's friends are stock southern California personalities, their expensive appearance
and privileged perception of reality saved
them from becoming stale.
Stephen, Lauren's best guy friend and a

cute, funny surf shop worker, is the perfect

male love interest for this Southern California drama. Talan, a junior, brings an unexpected role reversal as the player of the senior class ladies, and also provided much of
the comic relief of the episode with his cocky
remarks and attitude.
Upon introduction to Kristin, a sworn enemy ofLauren, the show's source of conflict,
drama, and consequent entertainmentbecame
clear. Kristin is a junior and is blunt, short
tempered, jealous and currently in possession
of Lauren's crush, Stephen. Obviously
Lauren thinks Kristen is wrong for Stephen,
but so far has failed to communicate this to
Stephen since she's worried how he'll react.
With Kristin growing more jealous every
time Stephen hangs out with Lauren, it becomes clear that soon Stephen will have to
decide between the ladies. Whatever happens,
Kristin should prove to be an ongoing source

of conflict that will help to provide the necessary twists and turns in plot for a season of
intrigue.
Though the plot is predictably over the top,
the fact that this is a "reality" show based in
Laguna Beach, one of the most expensive
beach communities in the United States,
brings a glamorous and voyeuristic element
to separate this show from the host of other
young-adult offerings.
If plot can't hold the show, the genius of
the characters alone will be the fruit that lingers for satisfaction. Quotes like; "Ifyou and
Steven had babies they would be soooooo
good looking 'cause he's all tan and stuff'
or, pertaining the party theme; "It's called a
black and white affair, and you can only wear
black and white, and you can't wear any
color, or you'll get kicked out." If that's not
the wisdom I'm supposed to be gaining in
college, I don't know what is.

Ladder 49: Far from an incendiary movie
By Tiffany Small

Staff Writer
In a nutshell, Ladder 49 is an ode to September 11. This family film, though touching and entertaining at times, is nothing
more than a reminder of the 2001 tragedy.

Ladder 49 is a film about a courageous
firefighter, Jack Morrison (Joaquin Phoenix), who gets trapped inside a burning
warehouse whiletrying to rescue a helpless
civilian. While trapped inside this smoldering inferno, Jack looks back, moment by
moment, at his life. Jack remembers his first
day at the division when he meets his soon
to be mentor, Captain
Mike
Kennedy (John
Travolta). He reflects on all the
friendly pranks the
division played on
each other, and
even his first time
hosing down a fire.
His memoirs aren't
all about surging
currents
and
smothering flames,
though, as he reflects back to meeting and marrying
Photo Ron Philips
his wife, Linda

Joaquin Phoenix (left), John Travolta (right)
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Morrison (Jacinda Barrett), and the sacrifices each of them made for their children
and his fire fighting career.
For the family film that it was meant to
be, it is a fairly decent movie, but don't
expect any Academy Award nominations.
Each memory captures the emotion of the
audience, yet does so in a way that the
entire movie is predictable. Each injury
and death, up until the very endof the film,
is so obviously foreshadowed that there
is no room in the plot for any suspense.
And there should be- it is a dramatic action film!
There is some significance in the predictability of the film (we all know how
the victims of 9/11 turned out), but there
is a time to grieve and a time to produce a
Hollywood film. No offense to the victims or survivors of 9/11, but it's time for
Hollywood to let it go. Really! It's not like
paying millions of dollars to actors, directors and producers to reinvent tragedy is
going to help anyone, that is except for
the actors, directors and producers getting
paid those millions of dollars.
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Joaquin Phoenix (right)

Local Roundabout
boys really rock
By Lauren Padgett

Staff Writer
For the few concert goers
Studio 7 this past
Wednesday, Roundabout
stole the show, dominating
the stage with impeccable
presence and great sound.
They began with some
new songs and plenty ofold
favorites. Bass player
Devin Bazemo and new
guitarist Tony DiAngelo
jumped around and added
a lot of energy to the set.
Although the crowd was
sparse that Wednesday,
Roundabout's energy was
enthusiastic and they
seemed excited to play."
Roundabout has undergone many transformations
in the past few months. Two
at

new members have been added to their
lineup, drummer Dustin McGhi and guitarist Tony DiAngelo. Along with them came a
new sound: much ofRoundabout's past music has been 'pop-punk,' but their sound has
become much edgier and more intense.
One thing that hasn't changed is their awesome vocal harmonies. Roundabout's vocal
harmonies highlight the obvious talents of the
members, and set them apart from other local bands.
Roundabout members McGhi, DiAngelo,
Bazemore, and Mike Rapson are expecting a
busy winter this year. They are set to release
a new album this November, and are touring
for the next two months. Their trail will encompass the Northwest and parts of the Midwest as well.
Pay attention to Roundabout- these guys
know what they are doing. Their future as a
group seems bright, and they always have
something new to add to their setup. Take
advantage of upcoming opportunities to see
these play- they won't let you down.
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By Marissa Cruz

Staff Writer
If Say Anything's debut album, Say
Anything...is a Real Boy, were truly a compilation of songs from a rock opera, as it says
it is in the front flap of the cd-liner, it would
certainly be one of the most random, disjointed productions in existence.
The front flap of the cd-liner sets the listener up with an intricate story about the rock
opera that revolves around the rise and inevitable fall of the band's front man, eighteen year old Max Bemis.
The story starts with Say Anything being
an "unsuccessful punk band," until Bemis is
struck by a curse that "causes his inner-most
fears, fantasies and thoughts to burst forth
from his unsuspecting mouth in the form of
fully orchestrated rock anthems."
This curse skyrockets Bemis and his band
into "Christ-like status," and Bemis uses this
status to try to rid the world of hypocrisy.
Inevitably, Bemis fails, because he, just like
everyone else, is a hypocrite too.
That's quite a hefty introduction to live up
to, and young Bemis does a good job directing the album in a rise and fall fashion. The

songs reflect more of an indie, garage band
feel, as opposed to the self-proclaimed punk
rock label, but who's really counting, right?
All the songs have a danceable beat, and
have a strange way of growing on the listener. At first, the mixture of sounds, tempos, lyrics and Bemis's voice leaves a bad
taste in your mouth because it's so eclectic.
However, the more you listen to the music,
the catchier it becomes.
An example of one of the catchier songs
on the album, despite what its name connotes,
is the track, "Woe." Another good, and somewhat crude (but funny) example is the track,
"Every Man has a Molly."
Bemis is going to have some large shoes
to fill with a warble-like voice similar to
Conor Oberst, the lead singer of Bright Eyes
and Desaparecidos. Furthermore, if Oberst's
style is not quite your thing, the songs can
seem ridiculously long and drag on for what
seems like forever. The track that most obviously boasts this vocal style is the opening
track, "Belt."
Other tracks on the album are reminiscent
of the musical style of Desaparacidos and
Taking Back Sunday in their irritatingly good
sense of mixing pop beats with punk/indie

beats to create credible sounding rock songs.
By far, the most interesting track on the album is the final track of the album, "Admit
It." On this track, Bemis tries his hand at a
little bit of spoken word. His flow is a little
choppy, but the message is by far the clearest,
and most gripping of all his lyrics. He brings
his ranting about hypocrites to a screaming
climax, and thenreveals to everyone how he,
himself, is a hypocrite too.
"Well let me tell you this/I am shamelessly
self-involved/.. ./I worry about how much
this album will sell/because I believe it will
determine the amount of sex I will have in
the future/I self medicate with drugs and alcohol to treat my extreme social anxiety,"
Bemis says of himself. Quite interesting.
All in all, this band needs some listeners
with open ears and open minds. If you can
stomach being blasted in the face about being part of a hypocritical trend without taking it personally, listen to what Bemis and
his band have to say. If that does not sound
like a an enjoyable listening experience to
you, it maybe best to stay away.
Say Anything will be playing at Graceland
on Nov. 5 with Straylight Run, Hot Rod Circuit and Northstar.
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Fun for
Free!
(or under ss)
By Katie Zipper

Staff Writer

Art (free!):
Thursday, October 7 th

-

all day free

admission to the SeattleArt Museum! Also
check out these galleries:
Cornish College of the Arts, 2D Instructors Exhibition at Seattle Art Museum

Rental/Sales, 1220 Third Avenue
Victoria Haven at Howard House, 604
Second Avenue
Ceramics and 3D at The Columbia City
Gallery, 4864 Rainier Ave S
Todd Karam at ToST, 513 N 36 th Street
Peter Millett at Greg Kucera Gallery,
212 Third Ave S (through October 9 th )

Moving Digital Video work at 1506
Projects, 1506 E Olive Way
-

Brian Murphy at Suyama Space, 2324
Second Avenue
Shaun O'Dell at James Harris Gallery,
309 A ThirdAve S
Keith Yurdana, Carlee Fernandez at
Platform Gallery, 114 Third Ave S
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Music (free!):
Second Avenue Pizza (2015 2nd Ave)
has free, all ages shows every night at
around 6:00.

-

The University

of St. Thomas School of Law
provides a foundation of service and leadership
as it integrates faith and reason
in the search for truth.
Located in the heart of Minneapolis;
our students have access to an
energetic business community, renowned
cultural institutions and entertainment.
£2Z\

University

of St.Thomas

Century Ballroom
all ages dancing!
Sundays

-

-

915 E Pine Street

9:00 free swing dancing les-

son, 9:30-midnight swing dancing. $5, or
free with entree in the cafe.
Tuesdays Tango Practica, 9:30-mid-

night. Wednesdays 9:00 free swing dancing lesson, 9:30-midnight swing dancing,
$5, or free with entree.
-

Micellaneous Fun...
October 12 th at Richard Hugo House
(1634 Eleventh Avenue) Zine Archive
& Publishing Project's "ZAPP Underground." Discussion of zines, self publishing, and more. 6:00 pm, free.
-

October 12th at Richard Hugo House
March Productions Presents Tuesdays at
the Cabaret Spoken work, topic TBA.
8:00 pm, admission $5.00.
-

-

University of St. Thomas School of Law
(651) 962-4895; (800) 328-6819, Ext. 2-4895
lawschool @ stthomas.edu www. stthomas. edu/law
No fee for online

applications received by

Contact us for details.

Dec. 31, 2004.

The Crest movie theatre in Shoreline
(16505 Fifth Ave NE) has $3.00 movies.
Now playing: Spider-Man 2, FAHRENHEIT 9/11, Bright Young Things, Shrek
2, and Before Sunset.
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It's the gift of a
Card
Subscription, and it works like this:
Your parents set you up with a
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library lights drain my soul."
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thesis on coffee."
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"Coffee makes me think faster.
I could be done in 3 years."

"Like Thoreau said, *The mass of men
lead lives of quiet desperation.'
Who wants that?"
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Card that automatically reloads from
their credit card, so you never have
to be deprived of Starbucks.
-''
A beautiful thing.
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OFF CAMPUS WORKSTUDY FOR SOCIAL
CHANGE:

Classifieds

Intercommunity Peace and

Justice Center seeks student
eligible for work-study to work
on a variety of justice-making

200

100.
200.
300.
-400
500
'

For Sale
Help Wanted
Volunteers
Services
Forre
R nt

Avon
FT or PT positions available:
Sales, Beauty, Advisors, LeaderS 'l 'P* C° ntact Independent Sales
Representative Jacqueline Passey
at 206-783-0439 or
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ISC

Avon@JacquelinePassey.com to
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ASSOCWrfON OF PROFESSIONAL

Fall Admissions Forum
Meet admissions officers
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university of

oenver

OUKE university
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

iii|

Seattle, WA

THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

October 28, 2004
4:00-6:00 pm
Student Union (HUB)
Room 108
University of Washington
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No admission fee or RSVP required

university OF

MARYLAND

~

university of MICHIGAN

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
UNIVERSTPTOFPITTSBURGH
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
FONDATION NATIONALE DES SCIENCES

poutiques (Paris)

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

For more informationIn Seattlo 206-543-6001
iackson School of International Studios

•

BUSINESS

»

GRADUATE

syracuse university
TUFTS UNIVERSITY

Or visit APSIA website
www.apsla.org
YALE UNIVERSITY

MEDICAL

*

How do I enter?

Rooms for Rent

600

GET PAID A GUARANTEED $2,500 US EVERY
MONTH TO START!
International company now
hiring people between the ages of
18 to 25 to work part time! Visit:

www.coyfs.com/support.html for
complete details.

DENTAL

One lucky person will win $25,000 toward the first year
of law, business, graduate, medical or dental school.

Where is the drawing?
The winner will be selected on January 12, 2005 and will be
notified by mail/email immediately following the drawing.

1 -800-KAP-TEST

-

Now leasing Oct. Occupancy.
Brand new Building at 29th and
Jackson. Direct Bus Routes to S.li.
Views. Studio, 18, 28, and
Washer/Dryer in every unit. Bike
Room, Storage, and Secured
parking available. From $800.
206-321-6500
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Who wins?

kaptest.com/25k

CityView Apts

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

from professional schools
of internationalaffairs
at leading universities

LAW

Visit kaptest.com/25k

Leschi Ridge

SCHOOLS OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

for grad school!

500

206-633-0424. Ext. 206. Or
Jeff_Coho@hotmail.com. Also
Storage Space for Rent.

A OCT A

Win 25,000
$

events. Clerical work, word
processing, filing and data entry.
15 hrs/wk. Call 206-223-1138.

in Shared Housing arrangement.

schedule an interview.

15

"JET" TO JAPAN FOR A YEAR!
JOIN THE JAPAN EXCHANGE

&

TEACHING PROGRAM

RECRUTERS ON CAM PUB IiCDNESDAY, OCTOBER 1 3,2 0 04!
Information Table at U)i\ersityCenter 11 AM -2 PM
Inform ation Session at Lhi«rsity Center, Room 2 1 0 , 3:30 4:30 PM
-
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APPLY NOW! -POSITIONS BEGIN JULY 2005
One Year Minimum Commitment:
July 2005-July 2006

I

Positions:
Assistant Language Teacher,
Coordinator for International Relations

T
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Remuneration/Benefits:
3,600,000 yen (approximately), Airfare (from pre-designated
cities), Housing assistance, Return Airfare (upon successful
completion of contract)
o&laln a Bh IBS degree if 7 11 120 OS
Ap p Ilea lion Submission Deadline: December 1, 2004

All applies nis musl

FOR M ORE IN FORM AT lON 8 APPLICATION CONTACT:
Consulate-General of Japan JET Program Office
601 Union Street, Suite 500, Seattle WA 98101
Phone: 206-682-9107 ext 136 email: jet®:gapansea.org
www. Seattleus. em b-j apa go.jp
-

FIRST HILL

NW corner unit w/ terrific view. Inside
parking. Newly remod 1000 sf 2 bdrm, 2
bath, frpl, Bth and Spring.
Avail now, $1,300
Call Marcia 206-842-4775

-
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EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT IS S.U. NIGHT!

$3.50 OTF ANY 17" PIZZA

Lab Technician
The Flow and Imaging Cytometry Core Lab at the Benaroya
Research Institute is seeking an individual to assist with the
overall operation of the Flow and Image Cytometry Core
Laboratory. Specific duties include: preparation of sheath
solutions, run FACS and analyze samples, perform monthly
maintenance of flow cytometers and microscopes, monitor
data storage on the computer works stations of flow
cytometers and Confocal laser scanning microscope, record
instrument use and send monthly bills, troubleshoot instruments and make service calls, monitor inventory and order
laboratory supplies as needed. Requires at lease 2 years of
undergraduate courses in biology and chemistry.

Submit resumes to:
jobs@benaroyaresearch.org
Benaroya Research Institute
1201 Ninth Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101

www.benaroyaresearch.org
EEO-M/F

FHDELWEH!

(206)322|9411

1401 E. MADISON SEATTLE, WA 98122
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Campus

voice
what would it be?

"IfBush or Kerry had a theme sons;
by Greg Boudreau

'"Gilligan's Island Theme'

"'Cowboy' by Kid Rock for

for Bush."
Ashely Halseth,
Sophomore,
Communications

Bush."
Heather Hutson, Junior,
Management

Changes' by David
Bowie for Kerry."
Sean Adkins, Senior,
Creative Writing

"'lt's my Party and I'll Cry if
I Want To'for Bush."
Cristina Jimenez, Senior,
Communications

All the Cool Kids Eat Here
by Nelson Trautman
Let me tell you all a story. I recently introduced a friend of
mine from far away, to the fair lady we all call Seattle. In
making their acquaintance, I did not take him to Pike's Place.
I did not take him to Seattle Center. I didn't even take him to
Dick's. No friends, to truly illustrate the beauty of this city,
the very first place I took him was the Honey Hole. From
the outside you might not think they would serve the best
sandwiches in town, but you would be WRONG! The Honey
Hole is located at 703 E. Pike St, and is the single finest
dining establishment in the state of Washington. Nothing on
their menu, however, costs more than eight bucks. It is also
a full-service bar, and for anyone with the appropriate documentation, that will probably be its main draw, because that's
just the way things seem to be.
The "Hole," as I like to refer to it, serves a variety of sandwiches, named after a loose confederation of pop culture
icons. There is, for example, "Chachi's Favorite," a ranchdoused serving of chicken and tomato on a French roll, or
"The Corleone," a pastrami and kraut sandwich. However,

there are also the likes of "The Gooch," which is the most
meaningless name in the world to me, but is the best French
Dip I have ever tasted. The old "Hole" even has a variety of
vegetarian sandwiches in its arsenal, but I don't eat them so
all I can tell you is that I've heard good things about "El
Capitan." I've also been informed that they serve the occasional pasta, soup, or salad, but you're really just kidding
yourself if you go to the Honey Hole to eat pasta.
The Honey Hole is really more of a restaurant than any of
the other taverns around town, but its capacities as a bar are
not to be overlooked. "But Nelson," you say, "Why would I
want to drink in a restaurant when I could just drink in a real
bar?" That, my friend, is simply because the Honey Hole is
beautiful. From the giant papier-mache lizard hang-gliding
from the ceiling to the larger-than-life photograph of Keith
Richards, the "Hole" provides some of the best mood and
atmosphere in Seattle.
So don't take my word for it. Find some time to hit up the
"Hole" with some friends. I believe you will find it pleasantly rewarding.
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"'Bombs over Baghdad' by
Outkast for Bush."
Zac Annen, Junior,
Social Work

"'lt's the End of the World
as we Know It' for Bush
and 'I've got a Lovely
Bunch of Coconuts' for
Kerry."
Mike Gilmore, Junior,
Political Science

Honey Hole Sandwiches
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Photo by Greg Boudreau

